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THE WORK TAKES
OFF
A solid construction
emerges...

As the holiday season approaches, we are pleased to
send you heartwarming news on the progress of the
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new temple's construction: The foundations, the base
of the building are finished! It was a huge job given
the difficulties, the terrain being on a slope, it was
vital

to

avoid

any

movements

that

might

have

triggered cracks, landslides…or earthquakes. Lastly,
despite

the

succeeded

in

present
making

Covid
a

solid

crisis,

the

construction

builders
emerge.

We enclose an excerpt of the report that we received
from Geshe Namdak.

"Here are the steps now completed:

• site clearing and identification according to plans;
• the excavations planned for the construction of the
temple;
• concrete work up to the foundation beams;
• concrete work on the bracing walls and columns up
to the level of the upper support beams, from grid 1
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to grid 5;
• the implementation of waterproofing solutions for
sheer walls and drainage devices (perforated pipes 6
inches in diameter and inclined at % under geotextile
fabric along these paraseismic walls);
• and finally, the pouring of the concrete slabs over
the foundations.

The tasks currently in progress are:

• brick masonry work;
• the masonry of the foundations;
•

backfilling

of

the

excavated

areas

and

the

installation of 500 micron thick plastic sheets on the
retaining walls."

Below please find some photos.
We invite you to watch the diaporama on the association’s blog if you’d like to follow the latest on
the construction site.
As the holidays arrive, here comes an opportunity for all of us to support the project by a donation,
see it as a gift to our masters, but also to future generations. We wish you all good health. May we
get through this period of confinement as well as possible. We hope to see you again soon.
With best regards,
The team of the Triten Norbutse Association.

I DONATE
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"May the span of generosity spread over the world!"

